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Abstract- The paper presents effectiveness of statistical 
methods for encoding images based on four coding methods: 
block method, coding set length with cipher, one dimensional 
coding method with modified Huffman cod (MH) and with 
READ code.Coding of static images could be optimized with 
scanning the filmed object and determine if this is a text, picture 
or both types. Each coding method has a need from processor 
power for satisfaction the speed needs, on the other hand the size 
of the coded chunk should be mentioned, however. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Noise protection analysis is based on four coding methods: 
1.Block method; 
2.Coding set length with cipher; 
3.One dimensional coding method with modified Huffman 

code (MH); 
4.Method with READcode. 
All considered methods accomplish lossless coding,if these 

isn’t any noise in connection channel.[1] 
The analyze results from comparison include 

presumptionthat mistakes in binary digit appear independently 
of each other. We use the following quantitative parameters 
for comparison, determining distinctions between original and 
reproduced figure:[2] 

1.Coding data bits - the number of coding bits after 
compression; 

2.Coding bits - the number of coding bits after 
compression, including all subsidiary bits; 
З.Compression coefficient (CC1)–ratio between coding data 

bits to the number of figure elements; 
4.Compression coefficient (CC2) - all coding to the number 

of figure elements ratio; 
5.Bit-error probability (BEP)-ratio between errors in 

accepted figure and quantity of transmitted elements ; 
6.Transition probability from white to black element 

(TPB)- ratio between quantity of elements, transformed from 
white to black, to all white elements; 

7.Transition probability from black to white element(TPW) 
- ratio between quantity of elements, transformed from black 
to white, to all blackelements; 

8.Symbol-error probability (SEP)– ratio between the 
amount of transitions from white to black and black to white, 
and quantity of elements in the figure.[3] 

 
All coding methods have different noise protection and 

influence of channel noises is different for each method. 
 

II. ANALYTICAL RESULTS 

The comparison analyze is with the defined parameters: 
-the figure/image has 1024 * 256 elements. 
-the figure/image format is 100*50 mm. 
-the size of raster surface is 100 * 100 μm. 
-probability of bit-error in the communication channel is in  

the rate  4.10 -6 - 10  -4. 
-number of sections causing errors in the channel (NES) 
-number errors in image restoration (NEI) 
The results are presented as follows:[4] 

 

TABLE I 
BLOCK METHOD 
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Fig. 1.Probability of error SEP depending on the increase of NES. 
Block method 

 

 

 

TABLE II 
METHOD, CODING SET LENGTH WITH CIPHER 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 2. Probability of error SEP depending on the increase of NES. 

Method, coding set length with cipher 

 

 

 

 

TABLE III 
ONE DIMENSIONAL CODING METHOD OF SET LENGTH WITH MODIFIED 

HUFFMAN CODE (MH) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 3. Probability of error SEP depending on the increase of 
NES.Huffman code (MH) 

 

 

TABLE IV 
CODING METHOD WITH READ CODE (К = 2) 
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Fig. 4. Probability of error SEP depending on the increase of NES. 

Coding method with READ code (к = 2) 

 
 

TABLE V 
CODING METHOD WITH READ CODE (К = 4) 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 5.  Probability of error SEP depending on the increase of NES. 

Coding method with READ code (к =4) 
 
 
We analyze results from comparison of the five coding 
methods with program modeling and parameters of 
transmitted message. 
The results are present in Table VI. 

 

TABLE VI 
CODING METHOD. ANALYZE RESULTS.[6] 

 

 

 

 
Fig.6 . Ratio between the studied methods of SEP in 3 sections, 

causing an error. 
 
 

 

 
Fig.7.  Ratio between the studied methods of SEP in 13 sections, 

causing an error.[5] 
 
      Bi-dimensional methods as block method lead to errors in 
some letters or words anywhere in the text, but one-
dimensional have determinate effect in continuation of one 
working line. 
       Increasing of error probability increase general number 
errors in figure restoration and increase number of 
transformations from black to white element. 
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III. CONCLUSION 

       In block method errors in code sequence may balance 
each other in reproduction of transmitted message. 
        READ-code is better in noise protection than block 
method and reduce digital flow five times (when k=4, CC2 = 
0.195 bit). For standard resolution parameter k=2, and for 
higher resolution k=4. 
Coding set length with cipher is suited for increasing noise 
protection fore given period of time, but he has big excess. 
        Modified Huffman code (MH), used for fax machines 
group 3 has high stability, high compression levels, but in 
comparison with READ-code has more transformations 
white-black and black-white, that decreases it noise 
protection. 

Probability of bit-error in the communication channel 
(BEC) *( 10 -5  ); 

Obviously, all coding methods have different noise 
protection. 

Increasing of error probability increase general number 

errors in figure restoration. 
That also increase number of transformations from black to 

white element. 
The effectiveness of coding methods is judged by 

probability of errors as a function of factors "worsening" the 
transfer of code sequences in communication channels. 
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